
Objectives:

� Understand what threads do and how they are manipulated in an application

� Understand the synchronization problem by two threads on shared variables 

For today’s lab you’ll need several files, so download and extract the following file to your desktop:  

http://www.cs.uni.edu/~fienup/cs051f10/labs/lab11.zip

Part A: Multithreading

Run the following program  OUTSIDE of IDLE by double-click on the file sleepythreads.py with 5

threads and a maximum of 8 seconds sleep time.  It creates a user specified number of SleepyThread objects, and

starts them running concurrently.  Each thread prints its thread number, sleeps a random amount of seconds, and

then prints a message when it wakes.

""" File:  sleepyThreads.py  Illustrates concurrency with multiple threads."""
import random, time
from threading import Thread

class SleepyThread(Thread):
    """Represents a sleepy thread"""

    def __init__(self, number, sleepMax):
        """Create a thread with the given name and
        a random sleep interval less than the maximum"""
        Thread.__init__(self, name = "Thread "+ str(number))
        self._sleepInterval = random.randint(1, sleepMax)

    def run(self):
        """Print the thread's name and sleep interval and sleep
        for that interval.  Print the name again at wake-up."""
        print "%s, sleep interval: %d seconds" % \
              (self.getName(), self._sleepInterval)
        print "HERE"
        time.sleep(self._sleepInterval)
        print "%s waking up" % self.getName()

def main():
    """Create the user's number of threads with sleep intervals
        less than the user's maximum.  Then start the threads."""
    numThreads = input("Enter the number of threads: ")
    sleepMax = input("Enter the maximum sleep time in seconds: ")

    threadList = []

    for count in xrange(numThreads):
        threadList.append(SleepyThread(count+1, sleepMax))
    for thread in threadList:
        thread.start()

main()

raw_input("Hit <Enter> to end\n\n\n\n")

a)  Note the order that the threads wake up:  

b)  Consider the following screen capture with 5 threads and a maximum of 8 seconds sleep time.  The total time

to run the program was about 9 seconds eventhough the total sleep time was 17 seconds.  Explain how this is

possible.
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Enter the number of threads: 5
Enter the maximum sleep time in seconds: 8
Thread 1, sleep interval: 7 seconds
HERE
Thread 2, sleep interval: 2 seconds
HERE
Thread 3, sleep interval: 1 seconds
HERE
Thread 4, sleep interval: 7 seconds
HERE
Hit <Enter> to end

Thread 5, sleep interval: 1 seconds
HERE
Thread 3 waking up
Thread 5 waking up
Thread 2 waking up
Thread 1 waking up
Thread 4 waking up

c)  Consider the following program incrementingThreads.py which creates a user specified number of

IncrementingThread objects, and starts them running concurrently.  Each thread increments a shared counter by a

user specified amount.

""" File:  incrementingThreads.py   Illustrates concurrency with multiple threads."""
import random, time
from threading import Thread

class IncrementingThread(Thread):
    """Represents an incrementing thread"""

    def __init__(self, number, counterListRef, increment):
        """Create a thread with the given name and
        increments the counter by incrementAmount"""
        Thread.__init__(self, name = "Thread "+ str(number))
        self._counterList = counterListRef
        self._incrementAmount = increment

    def run(self):
        """Increments the counter by the incrementAmount by a loop."""
        for count in xrange(self._incrementAmount):
            self._counterList[0] += 1
        print "Thread", self.getName(), "is done."

def main():
    """Create the user's number of threads.  Then start the threads."""
    numThreads = input("Enter the number of threads: ")
    incrementAmount = input("Enter number of times a thread should increment: ")
    threadList = []
    counter=[0]
    for count in xrange(numThreads):
        threadList.append(IncrementingThread(count+1, counter, incrementAmount))
    for thread in threadList:
        thread.start()

    allThreadsDone = False
    while not allThreadsDone:
        allThreadsDone = True
        for thread in threadList:
            if thread.isAlive():

                allThreadsDone = False

    print "Counter should be", numThreads*incrementAmount,"but the counter =",counter

main()

raw_input("Hit <Enter> to quit")
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Run the program OUTSIDE of IDLE several times by double-click on the file incrementingThreads.py

to complete the following table.

10000100010

1000050002

10000 100001

Actual CounterExpected CounterIncrement AmountNumber of Threads

You are to explain these results!  You might want to look at and run the Producer/Consumer examples from the

textbook (section 10.1.3) in lab11\files:  

� producerConsumer.py - contains buggy producer and consumer code as discussed on pages 400-404

� producerConsumer2.py - solves the single Producer and single Consumer synchronization problem

� The PowerPoint slides explaining these examples in the lab11 directory

After you have answered the above questions, raise your hand and explain your answers.

EXTRA CREDIT Part B:  Solve this problem by having the main program create a Condition object and

passing it to each thread when they are constructed.  The threads can use this condition object to synchronize

access to the shared counter by using the Condition acquire() method before incrementing and the Condition

release() method after incrementing to relinquish the lock.

After you have implemented and tested your solution to the incrementingThreads.py program, raise

your hand and demonstrate your code.   

Make sure that you log off the computer and take your USB drive before you leave.
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